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From: Flores, Merced
To: MARTINEZ-WENZL Mary * ODE
Subject: RE: draft letter
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Good idea. Thank you.
 
Merced Flores
Director | OMESC
Direct: 503.540.4463
Office: 503.385.4678 
www.wesd.org/omesc
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From: MARTINEZ-WENZL Mary * ODE <Mary.Martinez-Wenzl@ode.oregon.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, February 2, 2023 9:17 PM
To: Flores, Merced <Merced.Flores@wesd.org>
Subject: Re: draft letter
 
Thank you! And no rush on the review - I know you probably have a lot to catch up on. One thought -
it would be nice to add a QR code for the wonderful video you made explaining MEP.
 


Mary Martinez-Wenzl, Ph.D. (she/her/ella)
Director of Multilingual and Migrant Education 
Office of Teaching, Learning, & Assessment
Phone: (971) 209-6338
Mary.Martinez-Wenzl@ode.oregon.gov | www.oregon.gov/ode
 
 


From: Flores, Merced <Merced.Flores@wesd.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 2, 2023 8:50:07 PM
To: MARTINEZ-WENZL Mary * ODE <Mary.Martinez-Wenzl@ode.oregon.gov>
Subject: RE: draft letter
 
Hi Mary. I will give this draft a good look tomorrow morning. Have a safe trip home
tomorrow.
 
Merced Flores
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Director | OMESC
Direct: 503.540.4463
Office: 503.385.4678 
www.wesd.org/omesc
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From: MARTINEZ-WENZL Mary * ODE <Mary.Martinez-Wenzl@ode.oregon.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, February 2, 2023 3:18 PM
To: Flores, Merced <Merced.Flores@wesd.org>
Subject: draft letter
 
External: Please report suspicious email to
security@wesd.org


Merced,
 
We spoke with DOJ today about possibly doing a mailing/email to all the Nyssa families to identify
others who may have been erroneously identified. This is based on the reinterview finding that many
people did not know about eligibility requirements. Please take a look and review/revise. This would
be coming from OMESC going directly to families.
 


Mary Martinez-Wenzl, Ph.D. (she/her/ella)
Director of Multilingual and Migrant Education
Office of Teaching, Learning, & Assessment
Phone: (971) 209-6338
Mary.Martinez-Wenzl@ode.oregon.gov | www.oregon.gov/ode
 


Oregon achieves . . . together!
 
~------------~
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